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Brand
SUNPOSE
SUNPOSE High carbon chef's knife pro kitchen knife-8 in German steel chef's knife
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Description
Reviews (2)

8 inch professional chef knife of SUNPOSE for cutting vegetables, meat and fish.Chef Knife of High Carbon Stainless Steel - Full Tang, Sharp, Durable

Ultra-Sharp Edge Design: Sharpness is the most important to achieving the best cuts, oval shaped hollow divots minimize suction of stuck on food, slice faster and cleaner.

The blade of the Luckytime's knife is made of German 4116 high-carbon stainless steel. 0.5% carbon content brings twice the hardness than other knives. The steel contains 15% chromium, which maximizes the cutting performance and durability, as well as corrosion resistance.

Military Grade High Polymer Ergonomically Handle: The durability and reliability of the kitchen knife are secured by the triple rivet design that attaches the handle firmly onto the blade. The ergonomics shape enables the right balance between the handle and the thin blade, ensuring ease
of movement.

It comes in a High-end gift box packaging, not only the best choice for family heads, professional chefs and cooking students, but also perfect to be gifted to your friends and family at holidays and events like Housewarming, Thanks Giving, Wedding, Christmas etc.
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ContinueContinue

Suzanne 30/06/2020

Bought as a gift for my husband, who immediately was chopping and slicing through all meal prep faster and with much joy. It’s a total game changer- we had no idea how terrible our old knives were. So sharp, easy to handle, great weight

    

David 26/06/2020

I have over 30 years owning a home so you can guess how many knives we have tried at my home. this is by far the best investment we have made when it comes to kitchen knives. the weigh is just right and sharp as a razor blade - you can make your cuts with less effort than you
would with a regular knife.

    

Write a review
* Your Name 

* Your Review 
Note: HTML is not translated!

* Rating     Bad                Good

  

SUNPOSE High carbon chef's knife pro kitchen knife-8 in German steel chef's knife
Sold by: SUNPOSE
Product Code: sp-09
Availability: In Stock

$39.90
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